
The Hygeia™ Pro

More Powerful
More powerful than a leading 
competitor with true hospital-
strength. Stronger suction helps 
moms produce more milk, faster.

Cordless
The internal, rechargeable battery 
allows all moms to have a mobile 
pumping experience.

Hygeia Baby App
Mom will be set up for 
breastfeeding success 
with virtual IBCLC consults, 
breastfeeding tips, 
instructional videos, baby 
tracking and more.

Maximum Comfort
More levels to choose from in both 
stimulation and expression mode.

Ultra Portable
Weighs less than a pound and fi ts 
in the palm of your hand. Comes 
with a convenient USB charging 
cord and wrist lanyard.
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The Hygeia  Pro
Everything you could want 
in a breast pump
The Hygeia Pro is our most innovative pump yet. 
It is stronger, more convenient and versatile than 
any pump we have offered. It is a hospital-strength 
breast pump that is cordless, allowing mom to 
pump anywhere. It maximizes comfort while being 
ultra lightweight, quiet and compact.

More Powerful

ultra lightweight, quiet and compact.ultra lightweight, quiet and compact.



Hospital-Grade Strength

Cordless 

Hygeia Baby App

Stimulation and
Expression Mode

USB Charging Cord

Ultra Quiet

Additional Monthly 
Accessories
(for eligible patients)

Ultra Lightweight and 
Compact

Local Account Manager

Hygeia offers the same speed and strength as 
pumps used in a hospital setting

The cordless internal, re-chargeable battery 
feature is great for moms going back to work, 
moms who travel and for moms on-the go 

Moms will be set up for success with IBCLC 
consults, breastfeeding tips, breast pump 
videos and more 

Separate modes to mimic your baby’s suckling 
patterns

The Hygeia Pro can be charged just about 
anywhere with the convenient USB charging 
option

The Hygeia Pro has less than 45 db of sound, 
allowing mom to pump discreetly

Many moms are eligible for additional 
accessories at no cost, saving hundreds 
of dollars

The Hygeia Pro weighs less than a pound and 
can fi t in the palm of your hand

Hygeia has a local Account Manager that 
services all OB/GYN accounts

Feature Benefi t
Hygeia 

Pro Spectra S2 BellaMa

Medela 
Pump In 

Style

Superior Advantages with Hygeia
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Time Saver
Pacifi c Women’s Health

Hygeia helped us improve 
breastfeeding rates

Unicare

The easy process reduces 
paperwork and faxes

Women’s Center






